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The Messerschmitt was converted to
some amazing vehicles such as this
snowmobile (See page 2 for scooter equiv.)
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And of course, not to be outdone, here is the Vespa Snowmobile

And where are the Messerschmitt Stretches to match this Vespa?
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SYDNEY BUS MUSEUM

Sunday 7 August 2016

Margaret and I went to the grand opening of the Sydney Bus Museum,
which has been a work in progress for six years since the museum at Tempe
closed in 2010. The plan was then to relocate the museum to the Old
Leichhardt Tramshed in Derbyshire Road, Leichhardt, and reopen it later that
year. However, it seems that the volunteer organisers completely
underestimated the amount of work involved and the power of bureaucracies,
with the result that a six month project turned into six years.
However, in our opinion, the wait was worthwhile, as it is now an
excellent museum. There was a huge collection of buses on show, dating from
the 1920s. The descriptive information on each bus was very good and, on the
ramp up to the shop and toilets, there was a very good history of the use of
buses in New South Wales.
A ring-in was a London double decker bus which had been restored to
its former glory.
In this area, there
were also a Vespa
scooter and an
Ape three wheeler
Which had been
Royal Mail vehicles.
There were also
a few old cars on
show, including an
FC Holden Yellow
Cab and a pre-war
taxi which I think
was a Dodge.
There was a section highlighting public transport in Sydney during the
Second World War. This included an Austerity Bus.
During the War, bus chassis could not be obtained from the normal
source of Great Britain, so some Ford truck chassis were bought from
America. These were fitted with locally made angular bodies and sheet metal
windows.
There was also a Camouflage Bus which was done out in camouflage
paintwork and “brown-out” lighting. Other things on display were a driver
training cab, cut-aways of various gearboxes, and a complete cut-away bus
chassis. ( continued over )
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The Bus Shop had a range of books and DVDs and many models for
sale. Included in the price of the entrance ticket was a return trip to the Queen
Victoria Building in an old double decker bus . There is a new view of the
world from the front seat of a double decker bus.
On the opening day, there were unlimited rides, but this may have been
an Opening Day Special. There was no cafe, but a portable barbecue had been
set up to make sausage sandwiches, and the Bus Shop was selling cold drinks.
However, the Norton Street restaurant and cafe strip is only about five minutes
walk away down William Street and there is an excellent cafe about a further
five minutes walk down William Street, especially catering for lovers of
strong coffee. (my wife).

The Sydney Bus Museum is quite close to the Leichhardt North Light
Rail Stop and, on Sunday 7 August, there was plenty of parking in Derbyshire
Road on the other side of William Street.
Altogether, this was a great outing. Tim Dalton
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Shannons Classic Car show Eastern Creek August 14th 2016
Don Mould with his Goggo Dart being interviewed by a Unique Cars journo.
They spent a little time with several others of us and planned to maybe use
what they captured in a future edition of the mag. (photo from Phil Martin)

Below is a selection of recent medallions provided by Shannons as a memento
of attendance at the Eastern Creek Classic at MotorSport Park.
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Shannons Classic Car show Eastern Creek August 14th 2016
Photos are: 1.Carmine’s Tropolino which won the 1940 to 1950 class, and
Judges Choice 2. Al’s Lambretta Cento 3. Troplino again + Geoff’s Trojan +
Nick’s Vespa SS 4. Kevin repairing his broken
windscreen, and 5. Lineup of Micros
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Shannons Classic Car show Eastern Creek August 14th 2016
On the previous page, you see the sad photo of Kevin Sheehan cleaning up
after a series of ‘mal’ events, which culminated in his windscreen falling out
of its frame and shattering on the ground. Below are some of the MCSC
contingent on the track for their club lap.

************************************************************
Terry Colley all set and on his way to Sydney University for the start
of the 2016 Distinguished Gentleman’s ride. See next Page.
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The Distinguished Gentlemen`s Ride 2016 …. Al Wall
So it was a blissfully dry although initially a trifle overcast day that
greeted the riders of all types of motorcycles and scooters at Sydney
University .

To find the assembly point it was just a case of find a line of bikes heading
into the uni and follow them. That`s the technique that seemed to work.
In all approximately 750 bikes and even more distinguished gentlemen and
ladies assembled for the start of the ride. Our club was represented by three
distinguished gents suitably attired. Terry Colley on Vespa PX 200, Nick
Whiting still running in his Vespa SS 90 and Al Wall’s trusty Lambretta Li.
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MENSCH UND MASCHINEN
(A MAN AND HIS MACHINES)
As well as containing the obvious articles about our own and
colleagues’ vintage or historic microcars, our Club magazine often features
articles about a miscellany of attempts by various (odd) bods to create
‘modern’ micros. (There was such an article in the recent Spring issue.)
Depending, of course, on how, precisely, one DEFINES a ‘microcar’
in the first place, the only true ,modern microcar to have captured a market
share has been the Smart For Two, and, as I have previously written, its place
in the Aussie market, never significant, has now been cut short by Mercedes’
decision no longer to import or sell them here.
We do have a range of small, or ‘light’ cars, on the Aussie market,
mostly Japanese or Korean .These include the Suzuki Swift, (indeed, we’ve
just bought one, to replace our second Smart), the Nissan Micra and the
(retro) Fiat 500.
With room for four (or even five) occupants, air-conditioning,
engines which can cope with highway travel as well as city commuting, etc
these are not really ‘microcars’ as they were traditionally conceived, and,
anyway, we Aussies do traditionally like our big cars, don’t we?
As it happens, from the late 1970’s through to the late 1990’s, my
career in Education had me working in various office locations in the city
and in North Sydney. As I travelled to and from my home in Thornleigh, I
used to see, or I thought I saw, strange little 3 wheelers, in the back of a ‘selfhelp’, motor mechanic’s workshop near Waitara railway station.
Preoccupied though I was with weighty educational matters,
somehow these strange little machines never failed to remind me of the
Messerschmitts and NSU Prinz I had once owned, and of the BMW Isetta I
had so much WANTED to own, so long ago...and I could not help wondering
what they were.
While I kept promising myself that one day I’d call in to the
workshop, to see for myself, I never got around to it...that is, until 2003,
when I bought my 1957 BMW Isetta, at a Shannons auction, and said to
myself, ‘NOW I’ll go and find out once and for all whether I REALLY saw
those little 3 wheelers at Waitara.’
I DID find the little machines...just in time, as it turned out, but, more
importantly, I found the remarkable, gifted, modest gentleman who, quietly
and unassumingly, had been working away at them for well over 40 years.
He is known to several of you in our club.
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MENSCH UND MASCHINEN
His name is Dieter Bartsch .Despite an eleven year difference in our
ages...(yes, folks, Dieter is even OLDER than me), we ‘hit it off’
straightaway, perhaps partly through our German backgrounds, and our
friendship is now very dear to me.
Fascinatingly, unlike our beloved but superannuated Messerschmitts,
Isettas, Heinkels, NSU’s etc ‘the Bartsch 3 Wheeler,’ in its various
evolutionary guises over the years, has NOT been an attempt to maintain or
recreate the past, but rather an evolving, deliberately simple design, using
modern technology, and aimed at a specific purpose.
Even more fascinatingly, Dieter had never actually SEEN one of
‘OUR’ microcars until long after they had made their mark on the European
scene. Having left Germany in the early 1950’s and working in remote areas
of New Guinea, before coming to Australia in the late ‘50’s, he was
understandably ‘flat out’ making a living in a new country, and supporting his
young family.
At this point, I must acknowledge that Dieter’s life , adventures and
achievements have been so varied and remarkable that his 3 wheelers are but
one part of his story, which he has been generous enough to share with me.
Despite his modesty, (‘but, Graham, no-one could possibly be
interested...’) at least some of his background helps to put in context his
passion and determination in regard to ‘the Bartsch 3 Wheeler’, to which he
devoted a significant part of his life.
Dieter’s father was a Director of Solex Carburettors, in Berlin, but
often based in Paris, where he met both Ferdinand Porsche and Louis Renault.
Dieter believes that his love of automobiles came from his father,
although Bartsch Senior was so often absent from home, as his work took him
to other cities and countries. Having left school aged only fourteen, Dieter
‘fudged’ his age and found himself serving on the Russian Front . By the end
of the War, he was a PoW of the Allies.
Eventually released from an American camp in Germany, he found
himself a refugee in the far north, among lads who’d seen little or nothing of
the war. Restless, he found work in a factory that produced self-priming,
centrifugal pumps, (an area of expertise which he would later use to great
effect.) He also worked in a Mercedes-Benz contracted establishment, being
trained in the reconditioning of diesel engines.
These experiences reinforced his boyhood love of machinery, and his dream
of one day building something ‘small and neat’, powered by some innovative
mechanism, and which ‘could whiz along on bicycle wheels.’
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MENSCH UND MASCHINEN
Things were very grim in Europe, and particularly so in Germany,
following the end of World War II. The Deutschmark was worthless, the
country occupied, the automobile industry had collapsed, and very few
German citizens could afford, or even be permitted to own, a motor-car.
We might remind ourselves that this was the precise context in which
tiny vehicles such as the Messerschmitt Kabinenroller, the Heinkel Kabine
and the BMW Isetta emerged. (As I’ve mentioned, Dieter never saw ANY of
these unique vehicles until, years later, he emigrated to Australia.)
Speaking of the Heinkel , Dieter’s uncle knew Dr Ernst Heinkel,who
gave him a box of castings for model aeroplanes, to be passed on to Dieter.
Instead, some cousins threw the box away, perhaps out of spite. This still
rankles Dieter today.
In 1948, Dieter gained an apprenticeship with a subsidiary of DaimlerBenz, and became a qualified diesel mechanic. Having graduated, he opened a
bank account, bought a bicycle, fitted it with a small motor...and was restless
to be ‘off’.
Illegally, he reached Switzerland and eventually Sweden, from which
he was expelled and sent back to Germany, and told by a judge to mend his
ways. Wanderlust, however, won out, and in1949 he found himself in Berlin,
lodging with an uncle and aunt in the British zone.
Not content, he got a job in the Russian zone, working with trucks,
refused to donate for Stalin’s birthday and, with the Russian police looking
for him, sneaked back into the British zone and eventually to Hamburg.
There, working for a cousin, he got a job as a car salesman, and ,dazzled by
his success, bought an Opel P4, and a small, 3 wheeled goods vehicle, similar
to a Vespa APE. (This just may have been another trigger for his interest in
such vehicles.)
One day, a man told Dieter he was involved in building houses for the
Housing Commission, in far away NSW, Australia.
Undaunted by the prospect, young Dieter applied for a job with this
man, working with machinery. Within three months, he was on his way to a
land about which he knew but little...and more adventures were soon to come.
(To be continued) ……. Graham Sims
The best way to make your old car run better is to check the prices of a new car!
Always remember you are unique...just like everyone else.
If at first you don’t succeed then Sky Diving is not for you.
If you always tell the truth then you don’t have to remember anything.
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The ‘Little Mouse’ of Carmine and Maria ( Fiat 500 Topolino)
Our Fiat 500B Topolino is a 1948 model. It was originally sold brand
new in Sydney in 1949, then again at Homebush in 1957 and was then taken
to the small country town of Bundarra near Inverell where I purchased it in
2010.
Restoration began in 2012 where it was stripped down to the last nut
and bolt and was brought back to its original condition in 2016, just in time
for the 80th Anniversary of the Fiat Topolino. Many friends were involved in
the restoration of our Topolino, including the panel beating, parts and
assembly, spray painting, engine and electrical work.
Our first event after the car’s restoration was in August at this year’s
Shannons Sydney Classic at Eastern Creek where it was awarded 1st Place in
the category 1940 to 1950 and the Judges Choice of the Concourse. Our
second event was this month at the Concorso D’Eleganza at Gough Whitlam
Park Undercliffe where it was awarded 1st place in the 80th Anniversary
Topolino class as well as the IMSMC Club “Best Car of the Day” and The
Best Car Of Concorso D’Eleganza”.
I have driven the car to both events and as well as the Burwood
Festival in October. The car drives very well and I am extremely happy with
the final restoration.
This photo shows it as a daily driver in Country NSW prior to purchase and
subsequent full restoration…….. Carmine & Maria Lossino
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The ‘Little Mouse’ of Carmine and Maria ( Fiat 500 Topolino)

History.. FIAT 500 produced in Italy from 1936 until 1955. Very quickly and
affectionately known as ‘il Topolino’ or little mouse it was arguably the most
popular, best-loved mass-produced small car at the time. There are three
recognised types, the Fiat 500A produced from 1936-1948, Fiat 500B
produced from 1948-1949 and Fiat 500C 1949-1955.
The Topolino 500B was in production for just over a year and
approximately 21 000 cars were built. The car could travel at a speed of
95kph and had a fuel consumption of 5 litres per 100km.
…………………………………………………..Carmine & Maria Losinno
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Australian Classic Scooter Mille Oct 2016
Hello Terry, why I got the best and fairest, I can only presume the following.
I stuck back with Mark for the 180 km down to Bunbury while he was
running his engine in at 55 km/hr, to make sure that there were not going to
be any issues.
I spent nearly all the Tuesday before the Mille working on Mark’s
engine, re-honed the barrel, hand made gaskets etc.
Then I gave Sean a quick lesson on changing his throttle cable,
stripping and cleaning his carb. And gave Siobhorn a hand in getting her fork
bearings tightened and few tricks on getting the wheel alignment perfect once
she has replaced the headset.
On the first day of the Mille, I helped Mark re-run his engine with
Fleur hanging back. And after the next 100km he was set-up and firing hard.
But after 200km I started to hear a pinging noise from my engine, I lost the
ability to idle and it became hard to start up. After 259 km all I could hear
were loud pinging noises and I knew that the piston was gone.
As we coasted into Northcliffe, it started to rain, and my scooter could
not idle at all nor restart. Yes, my scooter had lost all compression, not even
enough to roll start it. I knew that I had
a spare piston ( I packed and unpacked
it ( thinking that I would never need it,
but then repacked just in case and it
would be sods law that I would need it
... lucky I did).
I knew that I had 15 min before
the back up truck would be called, so I
quickly starting stripping the top-end
and lo and behold,all I could see were
the remnants of a piston ring. It was a
brand new piston, as I had rebuilt the
whole engine with new bearings, seals,
crank a few months earlier. It had lost
its locating pin and the ring spin around
and smashed itself on the exhaust port
As I was replacing the piston, (Mark
had helped me remove the exhaust) in
the freezing cold and rain, Nicky Hussy
rocked up with engine troubles.
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Australian Classic Scooter Mille Oct 2016
I suggested that it could be a HT coil, and I had a brand new one she
could use for her Vespatronic. She installed it and off she went.19 min later
the engine was back together and fingers crossed she fired up. I was
determined not to end up on the break-down truck!
Unfortunately, I could only do 50-55km/hr as she needed to be run-in
again. So everyone left me behind, while I frustratingly started on the last
200km of day one again. However 15 mins later I caught up with everyone,
with Nicky not able to go on. Everyone suggested that I go on and get a head
start. But I knew I could get her scooter loaded on the trailer very quickly, so I
got my ratchet straps out and loaded her scooter up safely. Everyone left me
behind again, to ride in the pitch black and freezing cold, while I tried to runin my new top end. I was riding with one eye open for kangaroos, as two of
them had just jumped across my path before sunset. I got into Denmark in
last place, but I took no short cuts and completed all tasks.
In the morning, Michael from team Dark Lords was complaining about
his seat being uncomfortable, so I gave him my sheep skin cover that I had on
my seat. I am not sure what else I did... but this award is the greatest of awards
and means the most to me from all the 30 honours and trophies that I have
won in the last 25 odd years of scootering.
"Thank to the Micro car and scooter Club for such an amazing award !!!!
Sandy Symeonides ….. from S.S. Scooter Engineering Pty Ltd
www.scooterengineering.com www.facebook.com/ssscooter
82 Henderson Road Alexandria 2015
ph 96983389
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Sometimes, size is important !

Livio de Marchi has carved a whole fleet of wooden cars like the
Topolino below. This link will take you to see other wooden
masterpieces. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkTaFV6-b0k
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Early Campervan ( not quite a Winnebago !! )

***************************************************************
MICRO MATHS

A micro-car enthusiast died, specifying in his will that his 17 micro-cars were to be
shared among his three sons, as follows: One half of them were to go to his oldest
son, one third to his middle son, and one ninth to his youngest son.
Given that the 17 cars could not be divided, intact, according to his instructions, the
three sons began to argue about who was to get what.
Unable to resolve the matter, they called on a fellow micro-car enthusiast, a friend of
their late father, to seek his guidance.
As it happened, this man drove his own micro-car to their place, and, once he’d
perceived their dilemma, he offered to include HIS car among the 17 to be divided,
thereby making 18 in total.
He allocated 9 of the 18 to the eldest son,(ie one half of the total), 6 to the middle son
(ie one third) and 2 to the youngest son, (ie one ninth). The 9, plus the 6, plus the 2,
added up to 17, so the man took his own car back home with him. All three sons were
satisfied with their shares, BUT…HOW did the man manage to solve their original
dilemma ???? Sent in by Graham Sims. (no prize but send me your solution..ed )
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1947 Davis D-2 Divan

The Davis D-2 Divan is one of the most bizarre cars ever built, a threewheeled convertible “roadster” built between 1947 to 1949. What’s
more, the story of the Divan was a sordid tale of corruption and fraud.
Used car salesman and industrial designer Glen Gordon “Gary” Davis
was an unscrupulous businessman looking for his next idea when he set
eyes on the three-wheeled racer called “The Californian,” built by Frank
Kurtis (later the renowned racecar designer for the Indianapolis 500!)
Gary Davis somehow believed that he could build and market a threewheeled car for personal use and wanted to reverse engineer “The
Californian.” He convinced the owner to let him take the car for a test
drive and, according to some accounts, intentionally crashed the vehicle
to lower the price to just $50! With design in hand, the slick salesmen
sold 350 dealerships to interested partners and hired Hollywood
bombshells to help him advertise the new car. But Davis had promised
more than he could deliver. He hadn’t paid his workers in months and
fired his plant manager for spending money on new equipment—
naturally, production fell far behind schedule. Facing a series of
lawsuits, Davis was arrested for fraud and grand theft and sent to a work
camp. Only thirteen cars were ever built and even if Davis had been on
the up-and-up, it’s unlikely the unusual vehicle would ever have been
successful. Three-wheeled vehicles have never been particularly safe or
practical, and the vehicle looked like a bumper car! And, in fact, Gary
Davis went on to design bumper cars for amusement parks—which is
probably the only place for three-wheelers like the Divan… ed
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Orange Blossom Festival Castle Hill Showground 18th Sept.
Saturday 17th was a typical magic Sydney Spring day, but waking up on the
18th was a different matter. Light rain during the night was still around, but
being optimists Tim and I headed off ( separately ) to Castle Hill, where the
annual Orange Blossom Festival had been running for a couple of days. In the
cool of the previous evening, Margaret and I watched our grandson Liam take
out the Lord Mayor’s special award at the Zest Talent quest. We saw that as a
good sign for the next day. But maybe not! You cannot control the weather.
It was not quite raining on arrival, and
we were warmly welcomed by our
host Trevor Leslie . As there were
limited numbers of spectators, and a
smaller than usual car display, many
of the vehicles packed up soon after
lunch. and headed for home and
somewhere under cover to dry off .
The festival itself continued all day.
It is the largest community event in
the Hills Shire, especially the artists
who performed continuously on the
covered stage. We will be praying for better weather next year, when we
return John R.
In the photo above, you see,
possibly for the first time,
a couple of baby dinosaurs
which were very cleverly
animated and had the ‘real’
sounds to thrill kids and
adults alike
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All German MotorFest. Gough Whitlam park, Sept 25th
( Car Show and Family Picnic )
For whatever reason, finding this venue has always been inexplicably
difficult. Despite having travelled there several years in a row, I pull out the
street directory the night before and plan the most direct route. Graham is more
sophisticated than I, and he switches on his GPS, and this year the ’lady’ took
him round in circles before delivering the Isetta correctly.
The forecast was indefinite, but it did not rain overnight and was simply
dreary and overcast, similar to the previous week at Castle Hill, so there was no
staying at home to cut the grass and do our tax.
I planned to get there on time, and even though I was 8 minutes early
( 9.22 am) the park was chokkers with Mercs, Beamers, Porsches, Audis ( first
timers) VW’s, a Maybach, and of course a mischief of Micros. On entering the
outer carpark, I was faced with a Vespa 400, a Messerschmitt, and an Isetta, all
of which were resplendent but not part of the Motorfest.

My being un-early, the three Micros ( Alex Holland’s Messerschmitt, Graham
Sims’ Isetta, and Andrew Taylor’s Trabant ) were surrounded by Mercs on one
side and VW’s on the other, so I had to park opposite amongst a motley crew
of Mercs. Despite the weather, I feel there were more participants than in
previous years, and it did take some time to wander around admiring the
extensive range of vehicles, many of which were in pristine condition. One
very rare 12 cylinder Mercedes told a story of rescue and restoration at great
expense, and just a day or two after its collection, it hid in the owner’s garage
while its previous ‘home’ burnt to the ground. Some of its uncollected spare
bits were destroyed in the inferno. But it is alive and brumming today.
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All German MotorFest, Gough Whitlam park, Sept 25th
Andrew with Graham’s Roadie Ken. Ken has, at home, a similar Merc to that seen to the left

Found amongst the BMW Brigade was this rare BMW 700, (below, left) considered
by some to qualify as a Micro. The engine on the right was discovered in the boot!

German built (of course) but with a 1147 cc Triumph engine ….the Amphicar
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All German MotorFest, Gough Whitlam park, Sept 25th
The Amphicar Model 770 is an amphibious automobile, launched at
the 1961 New York Auto Show, manufactured in West Germany and
marketed in the United States from 1961-1967, with production having ended
in 1965. The Amphicar's engine was mounted at the rear of the craft, driving
the rear wheels through a 4-speed manual transmission. For use in the water,
the same engine drove a pair of reversible propellers at the rear, with a second
gear lever engaging forward or reverse drive. Once the car was in the water,
the main gear lever would normally be left in neutral. By engaging first gear
as well as drive to the propellers when approaching a boat ramp, the Amphicar
could drive itself out of the water
Designed by Hanns Trippel, the amphibious vehicle was manufactured
by the Quandt Group at Lübeck and at Berlin-Borsigwalde, with a total of
3,878 manufactured in a single generation.
A descendant of the Volkswagen Schwimmwagen, the Amphicar
offered only modest performance compared to most contemporary boats or
cars, featured
navigation lights
and flag as mand
ated by Coast
Guard ,and after
operation in water
required greasing
at 13 points, one
of which required
removal of the rear seat.
Above NSU Prinz, lost amongst the Mercs
Amphicar name is made
of "amphibious" and "car".
To the right is Tony and
his two sons Panagiotis and
Georgios. You can see they’re
obviously delighted with
their ‘3 seater’ immaculate
Isetta ( found in the carpark.)
Tony has now joined the
the MC&SC, so we hope to
see more of what you see here.
Turn the page for a closer look.
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All German MotorFest, Gough Whitlam park, Sept 25th
It is a special Isetta, purchased from John Jensen the author of the Isetta
Restoration. It featured on the front of his book and Micro car News magazine
issue 2 in 2015 together with John Jensen.

Alex Holland drove his concours
Messerschmitt to the All German Day,
and also became a new member. I hope to
have more on Alex in the next magazine.
Below are Theo’s Vespa 400 resplendent
in baby blue duco ( no offence Theo, it is
a really unique colour ) and Albert’s
equally magnificent Messerschmitt
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The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and
Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Arena
Sports Club ( was the Greyhound Club), Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month
starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate
with similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki has put his hand up 08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke
club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in Perth WA,
Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to
publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can now be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB
633000.East Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments
section so we know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accept s no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2016 MCSC.
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